Here is a complete list of available EDGE READY™ materials designed for use with your GERBER EDGE® and GerberColor™ Foils.

“EDGE READY” is the term used to identify Gerber’s line of materials for a wide range of markets and applications that have been specifically designed, performance tuned, and tested to provide optimal printing on the GERBER EDGE. These materials are available in 15” format. EDGE READY materials have been developed to help you serve your present customers better and gain new customers with additional market opportunities.

EDGE READY materials are just one part of Gerber’s Matched Technology System™ (MTS™). All the components - GERBER EDGE, Gerber Plotters, EDGE READY materials, and GerberColor foils are designed to work together to produce cost effective, top-quality results. The Matched Technology System means no surprises - just cost-effective, top-quality results.
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Here is a complete list of available EDGE READY™ materials designed for use with your GERBER EDGE® and GerberColor™ Foils.

“EDGE READY” is the term used to identify Gerber’s line of materials for a wide range of markets and applications that have been specifically designed, performance tuned, and tested to provide optimal printing on the GERBER EDGE and EDGE® 2. All EDGE READY materials are available in 15” punched format. These materials have been developed to help you serve your present customers better and gain new customers with additional market opportunities.

EDGE READY materials are just one part of Gerber’s Matched Technology System ™ (MTS™). All the components – GERBER EDGE, Gerber Plotters, EDGE READY materials, and GerberColor foils are designed to work together to produce cost effective, top-quality results. The Matched Technology System means no surprises – just cost-effective, top-quality results.
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3M Scotchcal Series 210 Fluorescent Specialty Film offers color consistency and low-gloss finish that eliminates glare. Suitable for indoor and outdoor applications, day and night. Known for its uniform performance, it is ideal for backlit and internally illuminated signs, window graphics, and complex curves. Pigmented adhesive provides maximum durability and visual appeal.

3M Scotchcal Series 230 Translucent Film is perfect for markings and graphics. It is available in a range of 22 popular semi-gloss colors. The expected exterior performance life of this material is up to five years. It is ideal for general purpose signs, decals and other graphics applications. Available in a range of 22 popular semi-gloss colors.

3M Scotchcal Series 225 Premium Film is a cast, 2 mil clear vinyl with a clear adhesive. It is ideally suited for irregular surfaces. Ideal for all types of outdoor applications. Gerber by 3M. Exceptional durability and conformability to riveted surfaces. Pigmented adhesive (except Bright Yellow) is designed to provide superior print performance.

3M™ Scotchcal™ Series 220 Premium Film is a versatile, 2 mil, semi-transparent “shadow” tinted vinyl. This clear, calendered, durable 4 to 5 mil vinyl features an exceptional “vandal resistant” characteristic. It is designed for use in energy substrates, moderately rough surfaces or where realistic shadowing and high visual impact are desired.

3M™ Scotchcal™ Series 280 Reflective Sheeting is a durable, removable, 4 mil vinyl custom formulated by 3M. Gerber InstaChange™ is a GCS foil that can be used for temporary graphics, second-surface applications. ImageCal “R” is perfect for temporary graphics, second-surface applications. After application without the use of chemicals and without residue, little or no adhesive residue will be left behind.

3M™ Scotchcal™ Series 280 Reflective (below) for white EDGE® printing. Available in 11 colors. EDGE READY Material. EDGE READY Material is the process of using GCS, GCT and GCP series foils in four-color process for one, two, or three-color jobs and offer the timesaving benefits of printing directly onto the final substrate in second surface application. Static Cling is a durable, clear, calendered, 4 to 5 mil vinyl with a permanent adhesive system which is ideal for protective zones, moderately rough or energy substrates, requiring removal and little or no adhesive residue will be left behind.

Gerber ImageCast Eclipse™ is a Durable, removable, 4 mil vinyl custom formulated by 3M. GerberHoloGraphix™ is an ideal foil for use in retail displays, banners, and graphics that demand maximum visibility. Meets luminance requirements for reflective signs, vehicle graphics, decals and signs of all kinds. GerberHoloGraphix™ is the process of using GCS, GCT and GCP series foils in four-color process for one, two, or three-color jobs and offer the timesaving benefits of printing directly onto the final substrate in second surface application. Static Cling is a durable, clear, calendered, 4 to 5 mil vinyl with a permanent adhesive system which is ideal for protective zones, moderately rough or energy substrates, requiring removal and little or no adhesive residue will be left behind.

GerberPlastiGraphix LexEdge Clear is our most durable, 10 mil Lexan based polycarbonate with a tamper-evident adhesive system that allows for removability and reapplicability with minimum residue. GerberHoloGraphix™ is an ideal foil for use in retail displays, banners, and graphics that demand maximum visibility. Meets luminance requirements for reflective signs, vehicle graphics, decals and signs of all kinds. GerberHoloGraphix™ is the process of using GCS, GCT and GCP series foils in four-color process for one, two, or three-color jobs and offer the timesaving benefits of printing directly onto the final substrate in second surface application. Static Cling is a durable, clear, calendered, 4 to 5 mil vinyl with a permanent adhesive system which is ideal for protective zones, moderately rough or energy substrates, requiring removal and little or no adhesive residue will be left behind.

GerberPlastiGraphix LexEdge Clear is our most durable, 10 mil Lexan based polycarbonate with a tamper-evident adhesive system that allows for removability and reapplicability with minimum residue. GerberHoloGraphix™ is an ideal foil for use in retail displays, banners, and graphics that demand maximum visibility. Meets luminance requirements for reflective signs, vehicle graphics, decals and signs of all kinds. GerberHoloGraphix™ is the process of using GCS, GCT and GCP series foils in four-color process for one, two, or three-color jobs and offer the timesaving benefits of printing directly onto the final substrate in second surface application. Static Cling is a durable, clear, calendered, 4 to 5 mil vinyl with a permanent adhesive system which is ideal for protective zones, moderately rough or energy substrates, requiring removal and little or no adhesive residue will be left behind.
**3M™ Scotchcal™ Series 220 Premium Film**

- Ideal for backlit and internally illuminated signs, window graphics, and complex curves.
- Pigmented adhesive provides maximum performance vinyl. The clear, synthetic liner won't curl, split, or swell when exposed to moisture or humidity. Sprocket performance vinyl. Designed for Gerber by 3M. Pigmented adhesive, allowing printed graphics to be seen from the back, front, and sides. Compatible with GerberColor Foils, GerberVision™ Perforated Window Film, and Gerber PermaGrip™ (double-sided tape) materials. Perfect for edge-ready applications. It can be decorated with GerberColor Foils. Designed for Gerber by 3M. This film is ideally suited for reverse-printed second-surface applications or for the production of graphics directly onto the final substrate in second surface. It can also be scored and cut with a 15” Gerber-compatible plotter. Does not require die-cutting. Easy to score-cut with a vinyl plotter. A clean removeable material with a two-year removal guarantee. Available in 85 colors. Common uses include vehicle applications such as one-way graphics, vehicle windows, retail displays, and changeable graphics systems.

**3M™ Scotchlite Series 280**

- High-performance, 2 mil, cast vinyl custom formulated for Gerber by 3M. Designed for markings requiring high visibility, both day and night. Common uses include fleet markings, real estate signs, safety signs, and more. Available in clear and white (1 or 2 mil) and matte silver (2 mil only). Available in 50 colors.

**3M FloorMinders from Gerber**

- Kit includes Controltac 162 floor graphic material. Designed for indoor and outdoor, day and night. Known for its uniform thickness, high strength, and high visibility with high contrast.
Here is a complete list of available EDGE READY™ materials designed for use with your GERBER EDGE® and GerberColor™ Foils.

“EDGE READY” is the term used to identify Gerber’s line of materials for a wide range of markets and applications that have been specifically designed, performance tuned, and tested to provide optimal printing on the GERBER EDGE and EDGE® 2. All EDGE READY materials are available in 15” punched format. These materials have been developed to help you serve your present customers better and gain new customers with additional market opportunities.

EDGE READY materials are just one part of Gerber’s Matched Technology System™ (MTS™). All the components - GERBER EDGE, Gerber Plotters, EDGE READY materials, and GerberColor foils are designed to work together to produce cost effective, top-quality results. The Matched Technology System means no surprises - just cost-effective, top-quality results.
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